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With or without permit, legal or theological recognition certification:

ΛTHE

IS OF GOD

Ω

the soul belongs to God and for millennia he has created it in himself,
grants it and infuses it only in the presence of His not humanly judicable conditions
that he does not want to be altered nor by the legislators nor by scientists, doctors or
nurses in laboratories that "Alchemize" beings with tools calculated
"dangerously in front of"
to the One who creates life with unaware humans.

New man without God:
THE FECUNDATED CHILDREN
IN TEST TUBES

THEY COME OUT
WITHOUT SOUL

SACRILEGIOUS FEECUNDATION
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THE SHADOW of
UNIQUE THOUGHT

-sacrilegious fertilizationEarthly science has been granted to man by God as an ergonomically similar aid that
responds to the innumerable needs of the human condition, and should remain
submissive to it, but it has prevailed to the point of letting itself be seduced by power
and eating from the forbidden tree of life (Gen : 3,22), then coming to offer the
human being the new apple that couples should never eat because from this abuse
are born soulless beings created according to the scientific order.
-Humanoids that come out of the world without the soul of God.-

______ . ______
Original link: “L’anima è di Dio. I figli fecondati in vitro escono senza anima.”

English version
MULTIMEDIA TRANSLATION

From St. Adam to the Parousia - return of Jesus the Judge - humanity, in order to be
defined as such again, must generationally remain linked through continuity of natural
and supernatural sonship, but if sinning at the tree of Good and Evil entailed the
expulsion from Paradise ( to which we should all strive), the addition of sin to the tree
of Life involves the detachment from God's plan and the consequent non-presence of
the soul, caused by Medically Assisted Fertilization, practiced with unnatural
techniques and violating the cells that are fertilized with coercive methods in artificial
containers or .. bodies of women, who allowing themselves to be manipulated in the
ovum, perform an act of schismatic and idolatrous will, 'artificially' detached from the
biological Paraclitò applied to us since human origins.
Incomplete and vacant existential realities of the soul such as plants,
fish, insects, some birds and mammals.
Details of the creation certainly available to those who manage to get such
information accredited by the Lord who usually certifies himself and also makes
himself available in appointments according to the
Israelite and Christian religious traditions.
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Today, in the name of research we have in vitro fertilization (also practiced to avoid
the genetic transmissibility of diseases) which man has procured by misleading and
which he wants to resolve once again without considering God, by devising an
alternative human solution that bypasses unjustifiable 'permission' from the Lord of
infertility of a particular woman who, last but not least, deceitfully chooses (or claims
through the guarantees of legal protection intended to have the definitive decisionmaking power), to possess a child at any cost and assuming to solve the problem of
infertility, or the characteristics of the creature, thinking of an alternative scientific
solution that circumvents the not humanly questionable 'permission' of the Lord of the
infertility, temporary or perpetual, of certain creatures, which in the last resort they can
and must hope to obtain this Grace by petitioning it to the Creator.. as faith teaches that
it happened to Saint Sarah, Rachel, Anna, Elizabeth and many other benefited women
and men who were able to raise a beat of their hearts to Him Who is at the Jewish or
Christian altars, to personally welcome this hope of faith, evangelized through her
intercessors and servants in every age and people, as has been well demonstrated for
two millennia also by the Co-redemptrix Mother of God and Lady of all peoples.
This responsibility of a humanoid being without a soul does not belong to those who
are in this state, but to those who have desired it and possessing the technical means
have claimed to do everything by themselves, coming out of the only natural human
reproductive order established by God, who is universally recognized as the advocate
and guardian of all life: physical and spiritual.
Thus: just as it is not God's responsibility for the existential condition of soulless
(humanoid) beings, nor can we expect from Him the infusion of the soul in a jar or on
a piece of glass, or we can think of receiving souls or certifications from scientists or
doctors who in reality cannot declare posthumous infusions of the soul in humanoids,
because in this regard there is no possibility that the soul is subsequently infused into
a humanoid fetus formed and derived from the chemical-technological-mechanical
procedure started in a test tube from strangers, even if the scientific project has matured
to become an adult being similar to the natural human being created by God, because
if God would equally infuse the soul he would create in himself a disorder with respect
to his original earthly human order of life.
And just as it does not infuse it into an artificial engine in which we inject petrol, it
does not infuse the soul into a salami designed by man in its form and biologically alive
and started to coexist for months in a plate with bread and a perforated cheese that
chemically proceeds well. with their respective characteristics and acidity, towards the
birth of mold and soulless worms.
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Painful to write, but the incomplete New Man without God's soul (the result of a cell
coercion of origin and become out of the test tube), does not reach the supernatural
dignity that the One and Triune God has conferred for millennia - without permission
and funding of the new institutions - to all mammals, which also obtain the soul from
Him. He animates that not even the virus contains, and that he does not understand that
man is not his home and that he must not eat him. Virus that does not understand the
transit of God in him, and that, with his way of life, cannot proceed in the human plan
of the Lord who thus indicates to humanity how to leave the disordered Virus without
energy outside the human body, waiting for the end of the automatic biological process
started without Eternal usefulness and possibility.
Just as Dolly the sheep had no chance, who lived with the help of the intellect and
sensitive instinct, but without the ability to understand what was perceived and given
by God. Sweet grace that would then arouse the desire to find a way to bleat it.
rudimentary trying to feed the soul of the happy presence of God who, unlike the Virus,
takes pleasure in the graceful, useful, peaceful and meek lifestyle of the sheep.
Unstoppable scientific and domestic abuse, which disrespectfully even manages to
manipulate human life, which is equated with the already reworked life of the animal
or plant kingdom. Human creatures who, more or less consciously introduce guiltless
beings into the circulation of the world, who proceed biologically in creation, without
having obtained the soul. Not the year obtained mainly: for the twofold and definitive
detachment of the procreators from the Divine Supernatural Order (which is spiritual
with prayer and the sacraments, but also "prehistorically" natural); and secondly they
have not obtained for the respect that God gives to the choices initiated by those who
(as for atomic science) wish to continue without God the sacrilegious project that
provides ambulatory solutions in society, from the eternal Good uselessly
evangelizable supernaturally, because without the soul (Spiritual component and seat
of the Spirit of God in the human race) humanoids are unable to keep God intimately
eternally. Existences dramatically confined in time, without hope of resurrection and
eternity, as extraneous and not resembling God.
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Existences therefore incomplete and limited in the reception, knowledge and creation
(in the memory of the conscience) of the believing sensitivity, and of the faith in God
that this feedback and perceptibility procures to be intimately formed, with expandable
and continuous spiritual and natural activity in the soul, which is infused in the creature
to become the cradle of the Paraclete, who in it his Spirit wants to manage and increase,
in view of the Birth in Heaven, which makes the human in an eternal perspective able
to: go, live eternity and 'return' with appetite for Good, by virtue of the acquired
memory of the excellent spiritual food taken, which creates addiction and which is the
proper motion of His hungry creatures.

Unfortunately, while respectfully loved and cared for, the Humanoids feel the fear of
being excluded from the Triune E ernal Project, which is inseparable from the Divine
Presence, which established Heaven t as the legal seat of the life that scientists conceive
and alchemize. stealing energies from the Creator who, rejected even in this rule, can
no longer grant. Children of the world without soul and spiritual orbit, who at the dawn
of Christianity made (among other reasons) prophesy to Jesus: ".... will I still find faith
on Earth?" (Lk 18,8) [..? Among all the humans and humanoids present?]
The soul is therefore of the Creator, He makes it and decides where to infuse it, how to
nourish it and the order to blow it into the human, where it is infused by God
EXCLUSIVELY:
1. in an egg present in a woman's body
2. at the next moment that the spermatozoon has entered, and more precisely when
the illustrious victorious male host, and not selected by other overwhelming
forces, begins to 'feed', release enzymes, merge ... that is, after about 1 or 2
seconds immediately after the re-closure of the ovum.
And without exception: never 1 second more.
Without exception, past that moment following the blessed entry of the sperm, if the
egg and the sperm are not found in the body of a woman, God never infuses the Soul
again.
Not even if the zygote produced in vitro (or with other techniques), or gamete, or the
prepared embryo is cryopreserved (frozen) and reintroduced into the natural female
human seat after the 1st second, month, year .. or century from the sacrilegious
violation unnatural.
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While it is specified that the zygote, embryo, fetus, preserves the soul even if after
fertilization in a woman it is (sinfully) reworked in the laboratory and reintroduced in
herself or another woman. If therefore: the egg-zygote comes out of the woman with
the soul, it always keeps it even after any interventions in the laboratory; if, on the other
hand, it comes out fertilized by a test tube, God's soul will never have it.
As it is thought to add that useless slag should never enter the ovum, that is, the tail of
the spermatozoon that the order of God has established does not enter it, but falls out
upon entry; but that scientific photographs (such a tail) show inside the ovum. Swim
scourge which in the ovum is a dying part and now useless for the continuation of life,
but which is consciously and with deliberate consent introduced, while according to
the Order of the Creator it should absolutely not enter the ovum, as it would be
forbidden to cut or mutilate the tail of the spermatozoon seized before the forced
sacrilegious entry.
The soul is not infused if the egg is fertilized outside the woman. While for an
indisputable privilege, reserved for the man (which must be said, if he does not want to
not even bend his knee to urinate) the soul is always infused into the ovum in the
woman, whatever the way and the origin that brings the semen of a human male. .
Sperm without a soul, which came out of man, does not carry the soul of the one who
sent it into the egg, and does not find a new soul even in the egg that receives it.
Spermatozoon that if naturally free would swim towards the ova (as humans should
strive for Paradise). Fecundator swimmer who, having emerged without a soul from
man, does not carry the soul of the one who sent it into the ova. Spermatozoon that
does not even find a new soul in the egg of the woman who welcomes it. Same if it is
a female humanoid ..present in the world since 1978.
1978, the year in which the first test tube project was officially completed. To date,
there are an estimated 5 million humanoids without a soul in the world, with the Divine
problems of the case, regarding temporal family projects, of couples who
underestimate or ignore that children with a soul are not born if the marriage occurs
with a humanoid without a soul, this is due to the fault of origin already written above,
which saddens and prevents the embrace of the Creator due to the lack of similarity of
the human will to that of Origin.
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At the moment of fertilization, the capital difference between the human and the humanoid
alien to the Eternal Father varies from the condition of the ovum:
• Free ovum in a woman with a soul and fertilized by a man with a soul: [receives the new soul from God]
While since 1978 the:
• Ovum in a woman with a soul, broken through or forced and fertilized
[receives the new soul from God]
• Ovum in a woman with a soul, fertilized by a male humanoid without a soul
[does not receive the new soul from God]
• Ovum in a female humanoid without a soul, fertilized by a man with a soul
[does not receive the new soul from God]
• Ovum in vitro, test tube, and / or fertilized outside the woman [does not receive the new soul from God]

Supernaturally lethal consequences of the acts of coercion of the ovum which moreover
(like a hair or a detached fingernail), outside the woman finds herself unnaturally
divided, detached from her soul and living as a destitute on behalf and will of third
parties. Ovum entrusted to precarious human and non-Divine abilities that force it to
decline from the condition of what can be defined as human, as the ovum, as opposed
to the spermatozoon, is neither thought nor designed by God to exit the woman's body
and use other energies. or appraisals.
Woman who once again lets herself be convinced by God's cunning enemy, who this
time does not offer apples but wants to steal the ova from inside the woman which is
the place where God infuses the soul. Subtraction that prevents God from increasing
souls, taking away peace from the woman with the ovum, with a promise of sonship
that without a soul is only earthly and not eternal because the humanoid lacks a spiritual
component indispensable to God. Subtraction that prevents God from increasing souls
in the world, and first reaching the number of souls corresponding to the formation of
the Divine mystical body slowed down above all by abortions.
Division, separation "demonic theft" of the ovum from inside the woman's body, which
prevents God from infusing the new soul for the tampering that changes, separates,
breaks through and pierces the ovum, raping it from the beginning, to a bankruptcy
project that prevents and takes away the freedom of the creature from the very first
moment (during the origin of its existence) preventing it from being free with the
uvulus and winner with the spermatozoon. A condition of robbing which, however, is
not irreversible as to get out of it as usual there is the prayer of Grace to God and to the
Mediatrix for all His children who can resort to the one word that saves from almost
all prevarications: "RENUNCIATION". Renounce the desire for motherhood for the
benefit of other forms of sonship, which maternally certainly can also be expressed in
religious and / or voluntary and social associations.
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Involutive reproductive process which thus degenerates into a new category - not
contemplated in Article 1 of the Charter of Human Rights - which contemplates only
(human) beings, but not those artificially obtained in test tubes and without a soul, as
they are not descendants created according to the sexual act of San Adamo, not
according to the natural prehistoric act, but technologically and digitally, and therefore
no longer humanly as indicated in the 1948 document.
Creator, set aside in earthly projects, by the humanoid children of the scientific world,
who now unfortunately, mate instead with the children created according to the Order
of God, for marriages that inevitably generate, and once again without exception, only
other children of the world: soulless and spiritual eternity. Beings created without God
who do not exist in the hereafter, or rather, exist only in the sad perpetual memory of
those responsible for the error, committed in offense to the excluded eternal Father,
who can certainly forgive but not prevent the sinner's desire to freely remembering the
mistake forever ..
Completeness of the Truth has now become not only opportune, but providentially
necessary to say, to stem the unnatural collective madness, and to inhibit the human
and female presumption of being able to happily exclude the rules of life of God,
without having any damage. The alleged artificial sonship, in fact, provides a domino
effect, with terrible, painful and dark consequences: including humanoid beings, who
without a soul, come out of life dehydrated like plants. Beings created without God
who do not exist in the beyond, or rather, exist only in the sad perpetual memory of
those responsible for the error, committed in offense to the excluded eternal Father.
While he frowns at His unscientific production of innocently but spiritually sterile
beings who, not being spiritual subjects, remain existences confined in time. Without
hope of resurrection and eternity, as they are "empty" to God because they are
structurally missing, incomplete and incapable of the knowledge of believing
sensitivity, intimately created by God with unparalleled and continuous spiritual
activity, supernaturally expandable in man on earth, and in need supernatural
encounters to confirm the faith.
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New man without God
One wonders if among those who declare themselves atheists, there are extra-naturally
conceived soulless children of the initiated (satanic?) scientific prevarication in the test
tube.Atheists who:
• if devoid of soul: they are living beings destined solely for dehydration;
• if they have a soul: they are destined for hell ... but on Earth, convertible humans.
Sad knowledge that it is the blade that penetrates atheism to the point of self-reflection
.. and therefore in an eternal perspective:
• for atheists with a fallen soul: as usual we pray for their conversion,
• while for the soulless atheists and incapable of the Paraclete Spirit: praying that they
save the soul they do not have is useless as it is for the already damned in hell or for
the dehydratable soulless plants and sequoias.
And so, as already:
• in prayer the souls of the aborted are entrusted to God,
• one must not pray for pierced and fertilized eggs (without permission or blessing from
God and the Catholic Church) inside or outside the body of one or more women.

Fertilized and dead eggs, in scientific laboratories (which all believe to be lawful after
having discovered the path of natural human involution, becoming useless to God and
decaying in the function of being fully useful to man), laboratories where they are
created among other things , bio-artificial cells in jars and test tubes, in which God, as
already written, does not infuse the soul, nor does he give Blessing to such human
disorder that goes to the point of madness to transship eggs from a woman to a test tube
in which God as already written , Does NOT infuse the soul, because leaving the
created Order is never without consequences, even if there is a short time of apparent
human existential usefulness, which in this case is as important as the eternity of the
children and the domestic family unit in the world, now divided like water and oil.

The lack of the arrival of the new soul is therefore the main responsibility and ultimate
fault of the woman who lets herself be deceived, touched and removed the ova that
God has given her as a coin. Women who thus allow themselves to be robbed and
deceived thinking of obtaining new souls from God and of finding them again in
heaven.
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Women deluded by the fruit of laboratories and clinics without God, astutely opened
by the 'sibylline' science, operating near the tree of Vita and proclaiming that they can
treat and 'alchemize' every Life including the human, which however must necessarily
begin freely in a woman , if the mother wants to hope to have added creatures of the
unrepeatable and eternal soul. Pearl of Creation, made instantly and infused by God
who does not recycle them, nor pre-pack them or even take them back from a
warehouse.
Immortal soul created and incredibly 'served' by God where, when and with whom the
couple decides (or not) to start and adhere to the natural parenting project, which does
not require human superstructures, because already perfected millennia ago in Adam
and Eve by ordered thought of God, incarnate from Paradise (not already done) but in
the only exceptional infusion divinely possible: without genetic transshipments or
bricolage .. thus becoming man-God in the body of only 1 Woman for Most Holy
fertilization occurred.
Soul that God, awaiting conversions, grants in advance, as a true and generous ruler,
and that even without studying the Catechism of the Catholic Church, can create and
give if only one follows at least the millenary and handed down moral / natural
knowledge (including the Billings method).

Without forgetting that in the animal kingdom we have the sudden instinctive
movements that invite unassisted procreation, but always remembering God's
permission of Sterility or infertility, from which, however, we can hope for a remedy
also through the intercession of She who was once Mary. .but without using the
pumpkin, pieces of glass, test tubes, pots, syringes or handkerchiefs carried by unlikely
flying storks.
Eternal Shepherd who indicated and asked to do everything in a certain way and who,
while leaving us free to partially do or not execute, He creator of all Life, can be
reserved not to adhere to our projects, especially where the human conceived is not to
him eternally adherent in body, mind and spirit. For example, just as there is no
Eucharistic transubstantiation with elements other than the derivatives of wheat and
grapes that the Blessed Trinity does not recognize as its own will.
Paraclete who does not take orders and penetrates all the atoms of creation crossing
them invisibly (almost magnetically), scrutinizing everything and reserving not to
dwell where he does not find the soul, or does not find it yearning, trying to be desired,
recognized, totally perceived, understood and obeyed. according to the objective or
subjective natural potentials and / or psycho-physical capacities of the being, which is
in any case always crossed by the Spirit but which, if it is without a soul, even if it is
crossed by the Paraclete, remains inert, passive and without desire for dialogue.
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Frozen in the impossibility of containing Him and clinging to Him. A desire for
spiritual Life, which those who do not have a soul, cannot have just for talking to
people, which can nevertheless highlight the prospect of the horrible dehydration
without resurrection, which is what was procured by the proponents of this error, well
known by the expectant Creator, who with freedom, grants eternal instructions ...
pleasing everyone: those who want it and those who do not want it, bestowing thanks
for having created them without asking his permission, even if such indications are
refused.
The Catholic Church - of the Truth of Faith regarding the soul - officially does not yet
set the exact moment in which the soul reaches the probable unborn child. A precision
that until the twentieth century was completely useless due to the scientific inability to
discover in women the large ovum cell (rich in nutrients for life), which since the very
hungry spermatozoon enters it has been renamed: Zygote.
The soul belongs to the Creator, He makes it and decides where to infuse it, how to
feed it, when to protect it and to whom to reveal its secrets to guarantee it
For if the man who offered himself to speak (at the time of the call or ... of the
vocational response) for fear of man does not speak, he becomes subject to what was
already announced to the prophet Ezekiel (Ez. 33, 1-20) by Him who is and who still
decides on His Work: the Soul, which without error, He infuses only into His
unjustifiable, unappealable and imperative conditions, which make every petition for
posthumous infusion vain, in His ovules, zygotes, gametes etc .. forced and kidnapped
inside or outside the woman, more or less consenting and / or endorsed with decrees
and / or silences by other men or humanoids.

St. Thomas Aquinas, blessed doctor - although he does not complete the Wisdom of
the Creator and does not even equal that contained by the Mother of God and of the
Church - unfortunately he was no longer precise in this regard, and today, the
intellectual and spiritual forces (to say that God does not infuse souls in test tubes), are
not asked, and so the problem got out of hand and became too big since 1978, the date
of the first in vitro project officially given to the earth. Italy, the cradle of Christianity,
in this regard has a law No. 40 of 2004 which contributes to the sad evidence of the
2018 data: 5 million beings made without soul in 40 years in the world.
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Information concerning the truths of the soul given with courage and without delay, in
the present and translatable form, even if the past excellent silence has irreversibly
expanded the problem, making it of paramount importance to inform and correct today:
users, doctors and accomplices; whose rationality could break with the awareness of
this unexpected news which is offered without supplements and with love to the
Church (which secretly suffers from this), in the hope of the common interest that soon
recognizes it as a complement to the Truth inherent in the origin of the Soul, and
(without asking that ecclesial diplomacy take the place of truth) it is hoped that the
Catholic Church will include it in the World Pastoral Agenda, taking care to inform the
Esraelite and Christian community worldwide, in order to raise awareness in particular
women, family clinics, laboratories, places of hospitalization, etc.
Humble Church, which gives without pride and vanity to the poor, every good that is
offered to her by God who ... arouses, and which, opening hearts and minds, sends it
information also through the ways of the world, in the hope that the reader will always
remember without vanity and pride in making an appointment with the Lord and
verifying every gift (even this one), with the Paraclete, before obscuring and
immediately removing (as in Paris and Lourdes, where despite the first protestant
skepticisms, the Immaculate Conception finally came (after 1854 years from the
Annunciation) decreed Dogma of faith [Ineffabilis Deus] Posthumously declared truth
of faith concerning the origin of she who was once Mary (today Coredemptrix,
Advocate and Mediatrix).
Because for the Creator to preserve the Mother of His Son from original guilt:
"For God it was good, God could do it .. and he did it.",
just like for test tube fertilization that:
"For God it is not good, God can, not create the soul, and does not do it".
There is a flaw in humanity, and this awareness is the only specified Truth that unmasks
the satanic deception, which deceives women, parents, doctors and faithful who are
blind and hopeful in eternal nothing and nobody.
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Supernatural problem of scientific prevarication that becomes a stumbling block to the
Charter of Human Rights agreed in 1948, in which the first and coercive article with
respect to man indicates the words 'Humans', 'must', 'free' and 'brotherhood':
“All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed
with reason and conscience and must act towards one another in a spirit of
brotherhood. "
Paper in the first article inadequate because the beings that can be defined as 'human'
must, in order to still be definable as such, be able to preserve and express the total
prehistoric spontaneity and natural freedom, bio-cellular etc. Naturalness that allows
you to continue to contribute to life, from its origin, freely, and not forcibly as happens
to ova and spermatozoa forced by force majeure of different and third will extraneous
to the couple that God does not bless and from which "something" awaits ..as perhaps
also St. Micheal.

Act of coercion of the ovum which - as already written -, in a glass saucer, outside the
woman is unnaturally and sacrilegally divided from her soul. Ovule, at the dawn of
procreation, placed in an incorrect condition, which is so anticipated with respect to
the birth of a being in the world, that it can be defined as a sin of origin, which breaks
the bond with the normal human nature of the Creator, causing it to decay for effect
(the "punctured" egg) from what is defined as "human" in the first article of the Charter
of Human Rights which becomes inadequate because what has been mechanically
assembled and coupled in the laboratory for the automatic biological start-up is not a
human being but just a humanoid.
Article I which would even contradict itself if the legislator pretends to presume
(erroneously) that God equally infuses the soul in coercive fertilizations without a
woman. He who subjected her to man but who does not allow man to tamper with the
created egg in her with or without authorizations, and before the currents of thought,
fashions, systems of religious and political government, which he grants us so that we
may experience God's Grace in religious and justice fora but not for scientific activities
that are improper to God.
Contradiction because as mentioned, the soul would not enter an ovum-sperm-zygote,
free but captured by a person unrelated to the couple, which makes it an exiled, thawed,
estranged egg, raped in its autonomy and natural and original identity. Artificially
assisted fertilization project that makes a being historically captured and traced in the
test tube already in the first instant of existence, an existence that is the result of the
choice of a doctor unknown to the memory of the couple and of the humanoid that must
be born and who will never know which hand or PC has chosen the egg and the
spermatozoon and which doctor has initiated the chemical procedure in the test tube
which in any case introduces a non-God-like being into the society of humans initiated
into existence by a stranger without spousal love and communion with the couple ..
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While it is worth giving the subject a digression for the word 'brotherhood' included in
the first article of the Charter of Human Rights:
the word brotherhood is a deliberately empty box positioned to welcome all peoples
including vices, anti virtues and idolatries. Mischievously introduced box for control
and liberal guarantee of good and evil and life and death.
So it is not enough to say "..of brotherhood" because even the snakes, the delinquents
and the affable abortion nurses fraternize with each other and perhaps also with the
patients with whom they kill fetuses.
And so, considering the heterogeneous complexity of the matter, it is not the highest
good to indicate and ask for a spirit of "brotherhood" but rather to ask for a reciprocal
".. spirit VITAE" (of Life), and what is Vitae spirit, which blows over the whole world,
they could willingly indicate to the institutions the teachers of the Catholic Church present among the nations - in Grace of the complete deposit of the revealed Truth
preserved.
The Catholic Church, guardian of the two-thousand-year experience of God on earth,
"would weave the invisible veil" revealing in the matter of the purest Spirit, how urgent
it is to the life of the world that corresponds to the Life of Jesus Christ, to avoid the
proliferation of mortal and traditional ideologies such as the one mentioned of
mechanical fertilization assisted or ancient such as abortion, euthanasia, divorce, or
recent ones such as communism, atheism, liberalism, magnetism, etc.
The writer would therefore have identified the need to create and present (together with
the request for rectification of the "Charter of Human Rights" given that there are
humanoids without a soul) a:

“Charter of the rights of the VITAE Spirit”.
Of Life, for everyone to be able to be: 1) THOUGHT; 2) FORGIVENESS; 3)
MEMORY.
Leaving each system of government to specify in detail the function of the three rights
of the SPIRIT, cited. On the other hand, with regard to what Spirito VITAE is not that is, it does not create, does not guard, does not love and respect the original natural
life ordered (in faith) by the Blessed Trinity - it is evident that this fallen and deviant
force, while retaining the right of FORGIVENESS and of MEMORY, should not enjoy
the privileges of guarantee and tutelage in the right to: BE THOUGHT, and prevent it
from becoming a creative human reference. Just as is the evil and devious thought of
the project of the NEW MAN WITHOUT GOD, since 1978 released from laboratories
and from women without souls in already 5 million beings and wanted by the
prevarication of scientific and human origin that produces humanoids that also must be
respected, but which do not reach the supernatural dignity of the Sons of God.
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This condition of the humanoids is more painful than a "farewell", a universal greeting
which is a wish to find oneself with the Creator, but which with the humanoids put into
circulation, unfortunately, one can no longer even say without the risk of speaking in
vain to the humanoids originated without a soul, that one would like to embrace again
in eternity, instead of being forced to remember them forever only with a photograph,
which exists until memory finds it or nature takes away.
We pray and implore the Excellencies who must speak of God's care, that they do so,
to at least halve the illusion, into which the faithful humans fall who: assuming that
God infuses the soul even in walnut shells, quietly 'fall asleep in the error, which they
believe to be lawful and permitted to be made, (near the tree of life which Saint Adam
did not violate), without particular consequences resulting from forced fecundation.
We invite the Lord to support us in this awareness and with strength and grace to
contain the prevaricating wave perhaps with the earthly help aroused in those who have
accepted the call of Jesus and have been invited by him to indicate God or sin to the
world, before that the world falls into it.

Thank be praised

to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary
www.aiutoMARIA.it
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